
S.N. Question 1 Question 2 Combined Answers, if possible

1 Will there be round 4 this year?

2

3 No

4

5

6

7 No

8

9

10

It will be decided by the Admission 
Committee. Please contact 
Admission Office 
(admnhd@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in)

Is the TA Assistanceship available for MBA 
students ? 

Yes, MBA Students can also apply 
for the TAship

Are students admitted through GATE/GPAT score 
eligible for BITS stipend? If yes then can they opt 
for stipend than fee waiver?
For the MBA 1st year students who have arrived 
at the campus, when can we expect the offline 
lectures and labs to start?

You should discuss with your HoD 
in this regard. 

Are we supposed to select our electives during 
registration tommorow ?, but we dont know much 
about it

Yes, you should discuss with your 
HoD who is your Registration 
Advisor

Can a student admitted through gate, in HD 
programm, receive both the gate fee waiver as 
well as the 13,400 Rs. Stipened? If Yes than how 
many hours do they have to work per week?

No. He/she will get the GATE 
scholarship from UGC and Fee 
Wavier from Institute

Is there some AUDIT/ NON AUDIT COURSE  
concept at BITS in HD programme that a student 
can take up due to his / her interest apart from 
regular semester subjects ?

Is it possible to change the subject I've been 
offered on the basis of marks of the first semester ?

Change of HD programme is not 
possible

Will the students be given any guidance on 
choosing the electives?

Yes, you should discuss with your 
HoD who is your Registration 
Advisor

In time table timing of 2 mandatory courses are 
clashing can we take both and manipulate timing 
after contacting the instructor

All clashes in CDCs have been 
removed. Electives may be 
clashing so you should make clash 
free timetable



11

12 Yes.

13

14

15 Yes

16

17

18 Can we get the recorded lectures of the classes ?

19

20

Sir, is there will be any sliding of our course, as 
my ME course is in Transportation Engineering, 
and can have a chance to slide in Structural 
Engineering course?

Sir, Is the refund policy starts after 
the admission process, that means 
after submission of our documents?

It will be decided by the Admission 
Committee. Please contact 
Admission Office 
(admnhd@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in) 
for your second querry.

Shall all the steps of registration process be 
started at the PR number time on 7th by the 
student or something is to be done before 7th also?

I have question that if there is any seat limit for 
elective subjects?

I want to know the average grading 
for ME CS department, I heard 
other capmuses have better average 
grade than Pilani campus

Please contact your HoD in this 
regard.

Can you please provide a more closure look for 
registration.

Please check Registration Booklet 
and ERP registration procedure 
on AUGSD-AGSRD website

Do we have to fill out the electives during 
registration only?

Sir, is there a possibility for us to be in campus 
soon ?

Sir, registration happens by slots 
and is there a particular number 
predetermined that can choose a 
certain elective and will priority 
play a role in this ?

SWD will notify for the campus 
opening for you. Enough seats will 
be available in the elective 
courses. 

Regarding Summer Internship is we can do that 
or not as we are admitted this month 

where we found pool of electives 
subjects that we have alloted

Pool of Electives are given in the 
Bulletin which is avaialable on 
AUGSD-AGSRD website

How will be the assessment of the 
student throughout the semester?

Yes, course ICs will provide the 
access for recoreded lectures.

Sir just wanted to know the details of elective 
subjects provided to ME CSE in 1st semester 

What is the maximum number of 
seats present in the elective 
subjects provided in 1st sem in ME 
CSE for HD program

You should discuss with your HoD 
who is your Registration Advisor

Request to call us at Campus for better peer to 
peer and teacher interaction.

Request to bridge the gap between 
grading difference across the 3 
campus.

SWD will notify for the campus 
opening for you. 



21 You will have TAship option.

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 how many subjects need to be taken?

29 sir can you please guide us for the registration
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31

is it only TA ship we have or any other non 
teaching assistance-ships also for getting the 
stipend?
If the lectures are online, then are the recording of 
lectures provided?

Yes, course ICs will provide the 
access for recoreded lectures.

Can we please know whether all elective options 
are available to choose from? Because a page on 
the website says that the electives are divided 
between odd and even semesters

You should discuss with your HoD 
who is your Registration Advisor

What is generally the average aggregate CGPA in 
CS branch ?

If all the sanctioned seats for any 
particular elective are filled, then 
will they be further increased in 
case there are more students 
interested in that elective ?

You should discuss with your HoD 
who is your Registration Advisor

What to do if time table of two core subjects are 
clashing?

All clashes in CDCs have been 
removed. Electives may be 
clashing so you should make clash 
free timetable

There is a confusion in choosing the electives, and 
which are the courses available for the which 
semester?

You should discuss with your HoD 
who is your Registration Advisor

In case of Online examinations, through what 
portal will they be conducted?

You will be notified later in this 
regard.

You should discuss with your HoD 
who is your Registration Advisor

Please check Registration Booklet 
and ERP registration procedure 
on AUGSD-AGSRD website

To check the PR No. we need to know the student 
id. Can you please tell from where can I get the 
student id. Thank You.
Sir , in information brochure it is mentioned that 
student admitted through gate will be available 
for both the stipend

They will get the GATE 
scholarship from UGC and Fee 
Wavier from Institute



32 How to apply for a loan? Contact SWD in this regard.

33

34

35

36

37

38 No

39

40

41 Please check answer above.

From where can we access ERP and also the 
timetable schedule and list of books. I am not able 
to locate the page on the website where i would 
get these.

The details are given on AUGSD-
AGSRD website which you can 
access using your BITS Email 
account.

kindly please clarify about the iteration 4 whether 
it will take place or not in coming few days ?

It will be decided by the Admission 
Committee.  Please contact 
Admission Office 
(admnhd@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in)

Respected Sir, in the time table for 
microelectronics we have multiple subjects in 
same time slots on same day (this includes 
electives and mandatory subjects also)  ,  Can you 
please let us know will there be any update in the 
time table tomorrow while registering for these 
courses 

All clashes in CDCs have been 
removed. Electives may be 
clashing so you should make clash 
free timetable

the full fee waiver for the top 5 students is 
applicable for HD program also?

is there any possibility for me to 
take this entire semester online

Please contact SWD for your 
querry. 

Sir I, Joined the saminar bit late thuse missed 
crucial details. Will the recording of orientation be 
available to be seen later?

Please contact SWD for your 
querry. 

is there any extra charges for the perticular 
subject selection in the registration process
How do I know that I have qualified BITS hd since 
I want to apply for it even though I am gpat 
qaulified

Please contact Admission Office 
(admnhd@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in) 
for your querry

I got admission through GATE how will i get my 
scholarship ?

You will be notified later in this 
regard. Please regularly check 
your BITS Email account.

Will there be departmental orientation sessions? 
Like I am admitted in structural engineering, so 
will there be separate orientation of the structural 
engineering students?

In the information provided to us, it 
was mentioned that we will be 
receiving the 13400 stipend apart 
from the GATE waiver we receive.  
So just to confirm, Will I receive the 
13400 Rs. Stipend?



42 Please check answer above.

43

44 Please mail to . 

45

46

47

48

49

50

electives and mandatory subjects have same time 
slots on same day for microelectronics course

Can you pls let us know if this will 
be changed for tomorrows 
registration. 

What will be the scholarship provided to the 
students admitted through Hd test? Also, I'm 
GPAT qualified. Means whether I will receive 
scholarship from institution or only AICTE or both 
? 

Please check the HD TAship 
guidelines on AUGSD-AGSRD 
website.

Can you please brief about the loan procedure 
once again?

Regarding the MHRD scholarship, 
if we need documents from the 
college, what is the procedure to get 
them?

Bank loan: 
http://swd.bits-pilani.ac.in/ or 
swd@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in for 
required document

candidates taking admissions through gate score 
will be getting how many scholarships? some say 
we get both college as well as gate stipend 
together 

 
 
Please check answer above.

will student enrolled through gate score will get 
only one time stipend at the end of the month?
Sir ! What will be the procedure for financial 
assistance for the students who are taking 
admission via GPAT EXAM. CAMPUS and GPAT 
both assistance will given to him?  

We are suppose to submit the required documents 
by 30th semptember. Is there a facility to submit 
them via post or we have to report physically and 
submit the required documents ?

Please contact admission division. 
You can talk to Prof. Shamik 
Chakarborty (E-mail ID:  
fic.hd@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in)

What is the procedure for PhD students who are 
for Institute Fellowship? How we can apply?

Please contact your notional 
Supervisor/ HoD in this regard.

Please explain the total period for which the 
TAship will be given in a semester?

How much scholorship is given to 
HD test students, as mentioned in 
the admission letter it is mentioned 
that Rs. 6700 will be given instead 
of Rs13,400

TAship will be given for the 
Semester duration which is of 
Four and a half (4.5) months. Rs. 
13,400/- will be given to students 
admitted through HD Test route.

http://swd.bits-pilani.ac.in/


51

52

53 Please check answer above.

54 It will be after your arrival

55

Very soon you might be called56

57

58

59

Sir will I be able to receive the stipend for PhD 
during my course work time. Program

TAship will be directly deposited 
in your Bank Account after 
completion of a semester.  You will 
be notified for the TAship starting 
procedure.

so how exactly stipend is availed for hd gate 
students its 12500 or 13400

You will receive notice from 
AGSRD Office for the same.

Sir can are we eligible for scholarship given by 
government?
I will be reporting at campus next week. So what 
will be the process to reserve the hostel & mess 
facilities? 

 Even though the semester is starting in online 
mode, I humbly request you to allow us to stay on 
campus so that we can benefit by having 
accessibility to our classmates, professors and also 
to be able to use campus facilities like the library

Even if classes are going to be conducted online 
mode, can college allow HD students on campus, 
considering the fact that there are negligible cases 
in Rajasthan? 
Good eve Sir As we are req to do group projects 
and most of us in CSE Dept are vaccinated too We 
would really be glad if we could be called us to 
campus it will provide us an environment and 
coding culture we cant devlop through our home 
please look after this sir

We need a two weeks prior information for calling 
us to the campus because we need to plan.

What is the difference between PS2 
and PPO

When can I expect to physically join the campus 
as I am eager to join and avail the excellent 
facilities



60 Mess provide the meals B, L, & D

61

62

63 No

64 Yes

65 as i am fully vaccinated, can i join offline campus? Wait for some time

66

67

68

69

70 Please read the IT policy.

71 NO

72

Will there be free internet facility in hostel and 
within campus?

The mess will remain open now and 
meals, three times per day, will be 
provided?

Sir i am fully vaccinated ie 2 times, i am very 
excited to be on campus..kindly call us soon. 
Campus reopening for HD 2021 students SOON 
MEANS 1 MONTH / 2 MONTH . Please give us 
some idea ?
are higher degree students allowed to keep their 
vehicle on campus?

Sir,will I be able to extend my joining date to the 
hostel from sep 19 to within sep 25,so that I could 
complete my second dose of vaccine and join . 

How can we acess any desk facilities for high  end 
computation

You can contact IPC Operator in 
6112 room number.

Do we get access to Premium versions of different 
softwares apart from normal Student version ( Ex: 
EXCEL , other design / simulations softwares , 
etc )which is genrally for 15days / 1 month at 
BITS ?

We have licensed software in our 
IPC Labs for most of our courses.

Are there any Mac and Linux machines in the 
computer labs?

Is the tor network accessible using 
the campus internet?

We have Linux systems in IPC labs 
for students.

Sir does we have acess to softwares like stadd pro, 
Revit and all

Civil Department Labs may have 
these software. We have Autocad 
and Ansys

Does any learning facility particuler related to 
CyberSecurity.
can i get civil engineering licenced software on my 
personal pc 
How would online exams be held. We have to to 
use screenshare to share our answer scripts or we 
have to upload it later? 

Is this orientation session available 
to view later? 

You will get proper training and 
user manuals will be provided.



73 How to register for library please explain again.

74

75

76

77 ~60-70% placements in last 2 years

78 ~95% placements

79 NA to us NA to us

80

81 ~50% placements

82 ~60-70% placements in last 2 years

83

84 ~70% placements

85 Yes

How can we have access to bits library through 
online mode
Mam I have been taking medicines for my mental 
health well being and also consulting a 
psychologist. Can I have a weekly or may be 
session in 10days with you instead?

Please provide me the details of the 
services provided by you. And does 
it cost me anything?

Are there any companies which doesn't allow HD 
students to sit in the drive?

Are there any companies which 
doesn't allow Bachelor students to 
sit in the drive?

Yes there are few companies who 
allow only HD & FD students, as 
per the business requirements.

Sir what is the average placements in Structure 
civil  in last two years.

Sir does year gap effect placements. 
What are the extra things any 
individual should do to cope up.

It varies from case to 
case basis. If the gap 
is more than 4 years, 
it may cause an issue. 

Sir please give statistics of current ME CS 
students 

Will there be summer internship 
this time?

Sir the people admitted through GATE Score are 
they eligible for both MHRD and BITS stipend or 
only one?

And what is the practice school fee 
that students have to pay?

If there is a PS Lock by the company where 
student got placed and need to do his PS, how can 
he take the dissertation (if he/she has interest) in 
his/her 4th semester?

Can we get the recorded lectures of 
the class which student registered?

Yes we will allow you to go for 
dissertation, but you need to 
inform us well in advance.

Please share the placement status department 
wise - Chemical engineering
sir ca please give a overview on structural 
engineering placements
do companies consider your btech cgpa even if u 
are admitted for higher degree during 
placements ?

Yes, they consider your Xth, XIIth, 
B.Tech & ME %

Sir kindly tell placement stats for mechanical 
dept. Thankyou
Are hd manufacturing students eligible for 
placements in few IT companies.



86 You can connect with PU officials

87

88

89

90 Any minimum reuirement for ps 

91

What is the position offered for me mechanical and 
what will be the ctc and which company will be 
visiting which domain for mechanical 
engineering(hd) ? 

Which companies visit the campus for discipline of 
M pharm (Pharmacology) ? 

What are the placement records for 
M pharm ( Pharmacology) in the 
preceding years?

This is 1st batch of Pharmacology, 
Placements will be starting from 
15th of Sep.

CAN PRACTICE SCHOOL AND DISSERTATION 
BE PURSEUED TOGETHER?

As per academic regulations, one 
can not do any other course work 
along with PS

more info regarding startups and incubation 
centre

Please reach out to Prof. 
Satyendra Sharma, Faculty 
incharge of CIIE at Pilani Campus

For HD students: Registration in 
Practice School can be done only 
after all other required courses 
have been completed.

On what basis students are selected for practice 
school ? Or Can all the students who opts for 
practice school can join the company for internship 
?

PSD conducts the orienation 
sessions for all the eligible 
students before the PSII. In which, 
all the details will be explained.
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